CENTRAL AUSTRALIA
INCENTIVE ITINERARY
DAY ONE
On arrival, check into Crowne Plaza Alice Springs Lasseters and take time
to explore this quintessential outback town. Visit one of the local galleries
renowned for aboriginal art, meet indigenous artists to gain insight into their
50,000 year old culture and engage in a dot-painting workshop to create your
own masterpiece.
Dinner is at an outdoor location known as The Old Quarry, just ten kilometres
from Alice Springs. Surrounded by the spectacular MacDonnell Ranges, the
venue accommodates small groups through to more than 1000 guests. Enjoy
damper bread-making, whip cracking and feature performances by a local
Indigenous children’s drumming group and a renowned didgeridoo player.
DAY TWO
An early morning hot air balloon flight over the spectacular landscape delivers
a fabulous desert sunrise. Breakfast and some relaxation time before you take
the short flight from Alice Springs to spectacular Uluru and the very heart of
Australia.
The huge Uluru monolith and Kata Tjuta are clearly visible from the air and
provide a sense of the vastness of this amazing country.
Check into one of the many Voyages Ayers Rock Resort properties on offer or
alternatively, the luxury tented pavilions of Longitude 131. A range of activities
are on offer and include guided walks with the traditional owners, excursions
to explore the stunning flora & fauna or discover bush tucker foods, sunset
safaris or just relaxing.
Dinner tonight will be under a glittering canopy of stars at one of a selection
of outdoor venue options, with the resident ‘star-talker’ telling tales about the
constellations above.
DAY THREE
One of the must-do experiences of a lifetime is to watch a desert sunrise and
see the amazing ever-changing colours of Uluru and Kata Tjuta. Combine
with an early morning breakfast visit to view the spectacular ‘Field of Light’
experience, the solar-powered light installation of more than 50,000 glass
spheres in the desert sands.
Rest and relax at the resort after your early morning start before undertaking
optional activities such as Harley-Davidson rides around the rock or an
escorted mountain bike ride around the base. The day concludes with a sunset
camel ride before a traditional Aussie BBQ dinner is served on the expansive
terrace of the nearby Uluru Camel Farm.
DAY FOUR
Fly out of Ayers Rock Airport or alternatively, head back to Alice Springs to
connect up with the Ghan train for one of the world’s great rail experiences
back to Darwin or heading south to Adelaide in South Australia.

